The medium used in making all dilutions from the venom and anti-serum stock solutions consisted of a 0.025 per cent. solution of beef extract in non-toxic distilled water. This medium was brought to a pH of 7.3 by the addition of Na₂HPO₄ and was kept in sterile condition until time for use.

The mixtures of venom and anti-serum which are described in the accompanying table were allowed to stand at 5° C. for from 10 to 60 minutes before testing their effects on paramecia. It was found that under these conditions neutralization of the venom was as complete in 10 as in 60 minutes. It was also found that the venom in these mixtures deteriorated to some extent when the solutions stood at room temperature and in the presence of sunlight.

The animals used in these titrations came from a culture of Paramecium multimicronucleatum obtained from Dr. L. L. Woodruff, of Yale University. All animals used were the descendants of one animal isolated at the beginning of the investigation.

It is evident from an inspection of the data in the accompanying table that the least amount of the anti-serum required to sufficiently neutralize 0.000005 gram of venom so that paramecia are able to live in the mixture is from 0.0019 to 0.0029 cc of the anti-serum per cc of mixture. Considering the fact that these animals are normally able to tolerate 0.0000016 gram of cobra venom per cc of mixture it follows that 0.0000034 gram of the venom is neutralized by from 0.0019 to 0.0029 cc of the anti-serum. From this it may be calculated that 1 cc of the anti-serum neutralizes from 0.0011 to 0.0017 gram of cobra venom. The Pasteur Institute, using warm-blooded animals as test agents, reported this anti-serum to have a neutralizing value of from 0.0009 to 0.00125 gram of cobra venom per cc. The titre obtained with the use of paramecia and that obtained by the Pasteur Institute, where warm-blooded animals were used in the test, are essentially in agreement.

It is the belief of the writer that the above described method of determining the strength of cobra anti-serum is reliable and that it could be used routinely.

CHARLES H. PHIFFOI
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When You Make Photomicrographs

THE Model K Camera has been developed for routine photomicrography. It is simply constructed for use with any standard microscope and light source. An observation eyepiece permits the specimen to be examined and photographed without altering the position of either the microscope or the camera, and the specimen may be observed while the exposure is being made.

The camera body is supported entirely independently of the microscope and its weight does not rest on the fine adjustment.

Model K is an all metal camera. It is adjustable upon a steel rod, which is mounted upon a cast iron base. The camera back is of standard form, and takes a $3\frac{1}{4} \times 4\frac{1}{4}$ double plate holder, a cut film holder, a film pack adapter or a roll film holder.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE
An Introduction to the Specialized Courses in College Science

By Herbert Brownell
Professor of the Technique of Instruction in Science, Teachers College, University of Nebraska

313 pages, 6x9, 125 illustrations

$2.50

The author has prepared this text with the following objectives in view:

—to present in a one-semester’s course of three college hours credit enough of suitably related subject matter from the different fields of physical science to serve as an Orientation Course in science, for high school graduates entering upon college work, and as a summarization and reorganization of whatever science has been gained by them in high school.

—to make use of sufficient laboratory exercises, chiefly demonstration experimental work and field observations, to maintain the spirit and educational aims of science instruction, thus making it a science course as distinguished from a course about science.

—to ignore the dividing lines between the various fields of specialized science, but at the same time through choices of topics to maintain a suitable representation and balance of subject-matter from all the fields.

—to project into a post-high school stage of school work an attempt to interpret environment in ways suitably characterized, it may be, as what everyone should know of the teachings of science as these directly affect our daily lives.

Send for a copy on approval
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DIELECTRIC CONSTANT and MOLECULAR STRUCTURE

Charles Phelps Smyth

224 Pages $4.00
A. C. S. Monograph No. 55

Just Published

This work brings together the various procedures and applications of the volumetric iodate methods employed in routine analysis and research work.

Contents: The iodate method; The titration of iodine, iodides, etc.; The preparation of standard potassium iodate solutions; The determination of antimony; Antimony in alloys; Arsenic; Arsenic in insecticides; Copper; Copper in ores; Copper in alloys; Copper in insecticides; Mercury (mercuric); Mercury in antiseptic tablets; mercury chloride; The titration of mercurous chloride in tablets; The determination of molybdenum; Tin; Tin in alloys; Zinc; Zinc in insecticides; Hydrazine; Hydrogen peroxide; Peroxide in litharge; Other peroxides, dichromates, etc.; Removal of chloroform soluble colored substances; The determination of sodium thiosulphate; Tetrathionates; Sulphuric acids and sulphites; Bibliography; A partial list of atomic weights.

VOLUMETRIC IODATE METHODS

George S. Jamieson

96 Pages $2.50

A survey of the notion of polar molecules as being systems having a distribution of electrical charges which can be characterized by a permanent electric moment. Absolute measurements of polarity may be used to determine the geometrical arrangements of the atoms in the molecules and by the quantum theory it is possible to develop the connection between polarity and the phenomena of dispersion and absorption especially in the infra-red.

Contents: Fundamental electrostatic field relations; Polarizability and molecular structure; Measurements of polarity and its connection with chemical structure; Constitution of simple polar molecules; Anomalous dispersion for radio frequencies; Electrical saturation effects; Dielectric phenomena and quantum theory; Energy levels and wave mechanics; Rotating molecules; Dispersion and absorption of polar gases.
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